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Kunduz International Airport Kunduz International Airport The Kunduz International Airport is a principal international airport
serving the city of Kunduz in the province of Kunduz, Afghanistan. It is located on the western side of the Kunduz River, some
5 km (3 mi) from the center of town. The current airport opened in 2011, and was partially funded by the USAID. The airport is
named for Edward Jacob Kunduz, the first mayor of the city of Kunduz after the city's liberation from the Taliban. Overview
Although the airport is somewhat remote, it is the second largest international airport in Afghanistan after the Kabul
International Airport. The Kunduz airport has a hard runway with ILS/DME, a apron with paved taxiways. Airlines and
destinations Passenger Cargo Gallery References External links Category:2011 establishments in Afghanistan Category:Airports
in Afghanistan Category:Airports in Kunduz ProvinceThe news media’s narrative is being shaped like a “science fiction story,”
writes Mother Jones editor MJ Rieger in a new essay, and there is a striking parallelism between the mass extinction movie and
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our own political moment. Mother Jones Editor MJ Rieger The new Death of Our Diplomacy characterizes America’s entry into
this new war as if it were a movie about a massive invasion and occupation, a fictionalized retelling of just how monstrous some
of our actions have been, and how others have been met with clear protest, fury, and bloodshed. We have heard these arguments
before. The film version of this story will be about some hapless human, or enough of them, who is corralled into a new
warscape of terror, kidnapping, and torture. The film version will start with a dramatic introduction to the gigantic conspiracy
behind one of our worst political moments — 9/11. We have heard this story before. The result is the same. In both cases, the
death of our diplomacy starts with a spectacular, violent, reaction-riddled symbolic scene that is a caricature of our current
moment. In both cases, there is an unruly new and unlikely hero who just so happens to be an American. And in both cases, this
unruly new American overcomes the obstacles, exploits the opportunities, and defeats the bad guys. Exhibit A: The Battle for
Fall 1cb139a0ed
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